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LITERARY NOTES.
WE have received the prospectus of the Intemationales Archiv
sfiir &hulhygiene, which is to make its appearance shortly
kinder the editorship of Professor H. Griesbach, M.D., Ph.D.,
of Mfilhausen, Alsace, with whom Sir Lauder Brunton, Pro-
fessor A. Johannessen (Christiania) and Dr. A. Mathieu
(Paris) will co-operate. The idea of founding such a maga-
.zine originated at the first International Congress on School
Hygiene held at Nuremberg last April. That Congress, the
prospectus asserts, proved not only that amongst all civilized
nations school hygiene is an independent science standing in
the forefront of the people's welfare, but also that ",the most
sacred duty of a people is to regard the health of its youth as
;its greatest good, and to give the greatest possible care to the
ihealth of the children, especially during school life." Original
articles-that is to say, papers based on original researches,
observations, and experiences, or scientific lectures and
reports-only will be accepted. They may be written in
German, English. French, or Italian. The Archiv will be
spublished by the firm of William Engelmann, Mittelstrasse 2,
Leipzig, and the annual subscription will be 30 marks. Mem-
bers of the German Society for School Hygiene and of other
societies associated with it will receive the periodical at a
Teduced rate (25 marks).
In the Cymmrodorion Section of the Royal National

Eisteddfod of Wales held at Rhyl this week, Sir John
Williams introduced a discussion on the subject of a national
library for Wales. He said that the foundation upon which
the whole superstructure must be erected was a collection of
books and manuscripts in the Welsh language, and this, as our
readers will remember, hehas himself to a large extent provided
'by purchasing the Hengwrt library, said to be both in extent
-nd in quality the finest, collection of Welsh manuscripts in
-existence. The library, he said, should also contain books
written by Welshmen upon any subject, and in any language,
books in allied languages, Irish, Gaelic, Manx, Cornish and
Breton, and books on the allied races and the several branches
-of the Celtic race. Sir Isambard Owen also contributed a
paper on the subject, in the course of which he appeared to
-consider it probable that a grant would be made from the
Treasury for the establishment of a national library for Wales.
Great approbation was expressed by other speakers as to Sir
John Williams's suggestion that the library should be estab-
lished in some quiet place where students might work with-
-but interruption or distraction.

ASSOCIATION NOTICESE
NOTICE OF QUARTERLY MEETING OF COUN¢CIL

FOR I904.
A MlbEETING of the Council will be held on Wednesday,
-October igth, in the Council Room of the British Medical
Association, 429, Strand, London, W.C.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
Aiy candidate for election should forward his application
upon a form, which will be furnished by the General Secre-
tary of the Association, 429, Strand. Applications for mem-
bership Should be sent to the General Secretary not less than
thirty-five days prior to the date of a meeting of the
Oouncil.

LIBRARY OF THE BRITISH MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

MEMBERs are reminded that the Library and Writing Rooms
of the Association are fitted up for the accommodation of
the members in commodious apartments, at the office of the
Association, 429, Strand. The rooms are open from Io a.m.
to 5 p.m. Members can have their letters addressed to them
at the office.

GuY ELLISTON, General &ecretary.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
EAST ANGLIAN BRANCH.-The autumn meeting of the East Anglian

Branch will be held at Kelling Open-air Sanatorium, near Holt, Norolk,
on Thursday, September 29th. Members wishing to read papers or show
cases or specimens should communicate with Mr. H. A. BALLANCE, M.S.,
Norwich, HIonorary Becretary.

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH: WANDSWORTH DIvISION.-A meet-
ing will be held at the Town Hall, Wandsworth, on Thursday, September
29th, at g p.m. Business: To receive the Representative's report of h1s
attendance at Oxford, when several resolutions based thqreon will be
submitted. An address, illustrated by the optical lantern, will be given
by W. D. Turner, M.D., on Tuberculosis, its Origin and Extinction. It is
hoped the members will attend in large numbers, and so begin the winter
session well.-E. ROWLAND FOTHEBRGILL, M.B., Torquay House, South-
fields, S.W., Honorary Secretary.

SOUTH-EAsTER1q' BRANCH: CROYDON DIVISION.-The next meeting will
be held at the Cock Hotel, Button, on Thursday, October 20th, at 4 p.m.,
Mr. G. Bower (Button) in the chair. Members desirous of exhibiting
specimens or reading notes of cases are requested to communicate with
the Honorary Secretary, E. H. WILLOCK, 113, London Road, Croydon.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE,
BERLIN.

A New State Institute of Hygienic Education.-Medical
First Aid.

IN Charlottenburg, a suburb of Berlin, there is a new State
institute which, although its objects are not exactly medical,
deserves the attention of all interested in improving the
physical well-being of the working classes. The institute
calls itself " Permanent Exhibition for the Welfare of the
Werking Classes(Stitndige Austellung fiir Arbeiter-wohlfahrt),
and is a sort of museum-constantly replenished and kept up
to date-of appliances for the protection and well-being &f
those employed in factories, mines, agricultural undertakings,
etc. An important point is that the machines are not merely
models, but specimens of those in actual use, and that they
are shown at work, with the protective appliances attached.
The latter are all painted red so as to be easily distinguishable.
Besides these protective appliances-and their number is
legion-there are respirators for the protection of the lungs
and throat from poisonous gases and dust, safety vessels for
the storage of petroleum and other inflammable liquids, suction
apparatus for use in workshops where there is much dust,
etc. A special department is the tuberculosis museum which
contains models, microscopes, diagrams, tables-everything
calculated to arouse the interest of the general public in the
tuberculosis question, and to afford trustworthy information
as to the best means of combating the disease. Free popular
lectures are given here, not exactly addressed to the " man in
the street" but to persons selected from among police-
men, foremen in factories, railway officials, etc. Special
courses for mothers will begin shortly, and are to be con-
tinued on stated days. All these lectures are illustrated by
photographs thrown on the screen, the subjects being taken
from the daily life of the poor.. The connexion between dirt
and disease is demonstrated by pictures of slum rooms, and
statistics of the development of tuberculosis in such sur-
roundings, while pictures of sanatoriums, cottage homes,
etc., show the good influence of cleanliness and ventilation.
The organizers hope that these "object lessons" will do
much to destroy the prejudice against hospitals and
similar institutions which is still deep-rooted among
the people. To show the practical value of scientific
work, tables published by the Prussian Statistical Department
are demonstrated, and the marked decrease in tuberculosis
since i886, which these tables show to have taken place, is
brought into connexion with Koch's discovery of the tubercle
bacillus in I882, this discovery having led to entirely new
methods of prophylaxis. Further, to stimulate the hearers'
interest, there is a box in which written questions may be
placed; these together with any that maybe asked verbally at
the end of the lectures the lecturer answers in turn. An anti-
alcohol museum is another feature of the institution. It con-
tains an admirable collection of telling printed matter on alco-
holism and degeneration. One of the tables shows the fre-
quency of weak brain power, and even idiocy among children
begotten at periods of general drunkenness, such as
carnival time and grape harvest time. Such children
are known popularly in Germany as "1?auschkinder,"
drink children, and among them the percentage of mentally-
defective individuals is very high. The large figures of
another table show that Germany spends annually on educa-
tion-schools, churches, etc., 330 million marks (/16,500,0oo),
on the army and navy 871 million marks (4643,5505ooo), and on
alcohol 3,000 million marks (415o,coo,coo)! These figures
seem appalling, but probably they represent a past high-
water mark of alcoholic consumption, from which Germany
is gradually descending; for there can be no doubt that in all
classes enlightenment as to the dangers of chronic alcoholism
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has spread. Lalourers drinking tea or coffee instead of beer
or "schnaps" are no uncommon sight at present, and among
the upper classes it is fast growing into a dietetic principle
to take no alcoholic drink whatever until evening. Most
remarkable and hopeful sign! One hears of antialcoholic
societies among German students. In Munich, Germany's
beer metropolis, a first-class non-alcoholic restaurant lately
opened has proved so brilliantly successful that a second one
is to be erected; and in Berlin an influential Committee is
collecting capital for a similar undertaking, which is recog-
nized to,be almost a necessity
The Central Committee for post-graduate medical in-

struction (" Arztliches Fortbildungswesen ") is arranging
courses on medical first aid, which are to be held
from the middle of October in the lecture hall of the
Pathological Museum. 'The courses, which are gratuitous, are
open to doctors of medicine only. The subjects are as fol-
lows: (i) Weakness of the Heart and Disturbance of Con-
sciousness (Professor Kraus); (2) Conditions of Excitation in
the Insane and Delirious -(Professor Ziehen); (3) Fractures
and Luxations (Professor Hoffa); (4) Injuries to the Head
(Profesaor v. Bergmann); (5) Injuries to the Trunk (Dr.
Borchardt); (6) Haemorrhage from the Large Vessels (Pro-
fessor Rotter); (7) Haemorrhage from the Respiratory and
Digestive Tracts (Professor Senator); (8) Suffocation and
Drowning (Professor George Meyer); (9) Burns (including
Lightning-stroke) and Injuries from Cold (Professor Sonnen-
burg); (io) Poisons (Professor Robert Rostock); (i i) Haemor-
rhage from the Female Genital Tract (Professor Landau);
(12) Haemorrhage from the Urinary Apparatus and Sudden
Retention of Urine (Professor Kutner); (13) Transport of the
Sick, especially in Infections and in Mental Cases (Professor
George Meyer); (14) Public Help in First Aid (Dr. S.
Alexander).

VIENNA.
Cretinism in Austria.-Small_pox in Vienna.-The Heat and

Health Statistics.
PROFESSOR WAGNER, Director of the University Clinic of
Mental Diseases, has for., some time past devoted special
attention to the treatment of idiocy and cretinism. The3latter
occurs in certain regions of the Alps, especially in Styria and
the Tyrol, and also on the shores of the Adriatic. Professor
Wagner has tried the effects of extract of the thyroid glands
of calf and cow in cases of cretinism. The results of the
treatment of selected individuals for periods varying from
three months to a year have been remarkable. Cretins of
full age, who were known not to have grown for years, gained
from X in. to it in. in height, the skin became normal, the
circumference of the neck was diminished by 2 to 4 cm., while
the mental faculties approached or even reached the normal
standard. Professor Wagner has laid before the Government
a scheme for the treatment of all cretins in the empire by the
method referred to. If this suggestion is adopted, he believes
that the propagation of the disease may be checked; the
offspring of cretins naturally tend to repeat the conditions of
physical malformation. Teachers in elementary schools are
to be provided with the necessary data for the diagnosis of
-cretinism, and power is to be given to authorities, both local
and general, to enforce the application of appropriate treat-
ment. Special commissions are to visit the afflicted districts
several times a year in order to control the results, and the
remedy, which is rather expensive, will be supplied at a
nominal charge to the public on the production of a pre-
scription. The scheme isnow beingconsidered by the Public
Health Board, which will, there is little doubt, approve of it.
This experiment on a large scale may be compared with the
fight against small-pox which was waged for some years in
Bosnia, where compulsory vaccination was introduced and
proved extraordinarily beneficial.
An outbreak of small-pox occurred a few days ago in the

centre of Vienna, but was soon localized and checked.
Among the labourers engaged in the building of the new
General Hospital, a considerable number come from Italy,
and are therefore not' vaccinated. It was proved that one of
these had come to Austria w'hilst actually suffering from the
disease, and had transmitted small-pox to some five or six of
his fellow-workers. Stringent measures were immediately i
adopted, with the result that not a single further case has beeni
observed for the last twelve days. i
The prolonged drought, with its unprecedentedly low rain- I

fall and very moderate moisture of the air-hvgrometric
observations showed as little- as 25 per cent.-has had a

marked effect on the health statistics. Whilst the number of
catarrhal affections of the respiratory organs is decidedly low,
there are numerous cases of acute inflammation of the nerves,
besides sunstroke. Gastro-intestinal troubles have nearly
doubled when compared with the corresponding period of
the last five years. The mortality from diarrhoea amongst
infants is higher by 48 per cent. Milk is said to be deficient,
in quality on account of the lack of green food. Haemorrhage
in the brain is more frequent, especially in the capital, and
suicides have reached the highest number noted since observa-
tions were introduced in Vienna. Generally the month of
May heads the list, but this time July is responsible for am
increase of 22 per cent. The astonishingly low number of,
cases of influenza is supposed to be due to the amount of
sunshine, which exceeded the usual or average number of
hours by I12 during July alone.

MANCHESTER.
Cost ofAliens in Lunatic Asylums.-Extension ofNorthwicl

Infirmary.
THEI cost of maintenance of lunatics for the ratepayers
of Lancashire will reach the sum of £131,626 for the year
expiring March, 1905. One hundred and thirty-four alien
lunatics are maintained in the several asylums of the county.,
Germans lead the way with 28, and, in addition, there are Im
German Jews and I German Pole; Swedes, 13; Italians, 12 '
Americans,6 ; Frenchmen and Norwegians, 5 each. Practically,in fact, every country or nation or religion is represented. The
cost of the alien lunatics was estimated at £6,,oo per annum,
and it was urged that these undesirable aliens should be
shipped back to their native countries. It was pointed out.
however, that a great many alien lunatics have homes andy
families in England, and that a great many Englishmen, alsor
were being maintained in foreign asylums, especially in
America.
The Victoria Infirmary of Northwich is to be extended at a,

cost of £5,oo°, this extension being the form which the Mid-
Cheshire Memorial to Queen Victoria is to take. About
twelve additional beds with the necessary accessories will-
thus be provided.

BRISTOL.
Report of M.O.H.; Increase of Area and Population,-
Statisti,cs.-Svial7-pox; Other Infectiou8s Diseases.-Medical
Inspection of Elementary Schools.-Phthsts2. Fevyer Hospitals-.

THE report of the Medical Officer of Health on the health of
the city during the past year is, as usual, full of interest.
Owing to the recent extension of the city's boundaries the
population and the acreage have increased very largely
during the past ten years, the former being 338,895 and the
latter 11,942, of which 678 consist of parks and open spaces,
A considerable amount of sewerage work was carried out,
during 1903, and more is contemplated in the immediate
future. The vaccination returns are, as usual, for a previous;
year, namely, 1902, and show a percentage of successful
vaccinations to births of 65.82. Pauperism shows a slight
increase, with a natural slight increased cost. During I903
there were 9,239 births (249 illegitimate), which shows a slight
decrease on the previous year. This decrease began in i88c#
when the rate was as high as 35.1, whereas it has now fallen
to 27.2, the lowest it has been except in Igoi, when it was,
27.0. In the 52 weeks of 1903 there were 4,822 deaths, a rate
of 14 22, comparing favourably with that of the seventy-six
large towns of 16.3. The infant mortality rate was ii6, the
lowest for the past twenty-five years.
Small-pox was notified 46 times, and of these cases 3 ter-

minated fatallhr. These cases represent I5 separate introduc-
tions, most of which occurred in the first half of the year;
Unlike the oases in 1902, which were all introduced in tho
Port, the disease came from all points of the compass. Details
of these introductions are given, and one outbreak is of par-
ticular interest. It was found from the cases that between
February 26th andMarch 24ththat afresh introductionhadbeem
missed. On inquiry the fact was elicited that a barber,
whose child had developed small-pox, had had a rash with an
attack of "influenza." Further inquiries showed that a recog--
nized case had, in the early stages of the disease, been a cus-
tomer at the shop, and had so infected the barber. As it was,
two of the fatal cases contracted the disease from this source,~
one being the barber's own unvaccinated child. 8everal of the
other outbreaks are of great interest, especially one dealing
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with school absentees for chicken-pox. At the request of a
member of the Health Committee the town clerk wrote to
Leicester to inquire into their " method." Noanswer was re-
ceived, but Dr. Davies, in commenting on the incident, says
the method appears from statistics to be to run a considerable
risk by vaccinating at the wrong time, when there is every
chance of being too late to obtain protection.
Of scarlet fever there were 2,i68 cases, with a case mortality

Of 2.2 per cent.; on the whole, the disease was of a mild
character. Unfortunately, deficient hospital accommodation
has prevented any real attempt being made to control the
disease by isolation. The number of cases of enteric fever
was low, 134, with 2I deaths. Under diphtheria and mem-
branous croup, 1,134 cases were notified, the largest number
on record; but the case mortality was. low, 10.4 per
cent. It is impossible to summarize the lengthy report of
this disease, but Dr. Davies's remarks and account of the
methods employed to check the epidemic are worthy of
careful perusal.
A brief notice must be made on his reference to medical

inspection of public elementary schools. It appears that in
Bristol no provision-is made to supervise the general health
of the children, and Dr. Davies argues that such work can
best be done by the officers of the Health Committee, which
would, of course, entail the appointment of special medical
officers for the work. As an instance of how necessary some
supervision is, he quotes the report of the Medical Officer of
the FeverHospital, who states that 4o per cent. of the children
admitted have verminous heads. The city appears to have
been free from measles, as only I I children died of it in the
year.
The number of deaths from phthisis again shows a consider-

able reduction, 366 having died as compared with 415 in 1902.
During the year 74 samples of milk were examined for tubercle
and only 4 showed its presence.
The report contains the usual sub-reports of the Ham Green

and other fever hospitals, of the inspector of nuisances,
of the baths, and a meteorological report from which we
gather that the rainfall for the remarkably wet year, 1903, was
42.821 in., being 9.7 in. above the average of the last 22 years.

CORRESPONDENCEI
THE CO-ORDINATION OF THE WORK OF DIVISIONS.
SIR,-Lately one has heard suggestions that something

might now be done to bring the various Divisions into closer
touch with one another, as also to increase the membership
of the Association. This latter object would seem to depend
a good deal on the first, as also on the local organizations and
the amount of vitality they severally display.
But often, however desirous local committees may be to act

for the benefit of their members, all is not done that is
possible owing to want of ideas or a timidity as to the probable
result.
I would like, therefore, at the beginning of another session,

to make one or two suggestions. The first is that those
secretaries who are keen on the success of the Divisions or
Branches under their control should exchange all sessional
cards, agendas, circulars, reports, etc., that they may from
time to time issue. These often contain good ideas that
are worthy of being copied, and although not practicable
in all districts, could be carried out in those similarly
situated. This would seem, at all events at present, a far
better and more permanent way of putting Secretaries in
touch with one another than any central meetinga that at the
best can only last a fewhours, and at which the amount of
talk would drown all action.

I would say at once that I should be glad to have copies of
all such documents issued by other Divisions and would
reciprocate this attention if desired. I am at the present
moment clearing out the surplus copies of numerous circulars,
etc., for last session, and if any Divisional Secretary cares to
have a set in case they contain ideas he would wish to avail
himself of, I shall be pleased to forward same on receipt of a
postcard, and also. to enter his name on a list for periodic
supplies of all matters we shall be dealing with during the
winter.
Branch Councils could also now take into their considera-

tion the advisability of arranging for the periodic meeting of
their Branch and Divisional Secretaries. The railway and
other expenses are a legitimate charge on the funds. These
meetings, appointing their own chairman and secretary, and

being informal and not bound down by red tape, could start
impromptu discussions on any point, and having come to
decisions could then approach their Councils with the view
to carrying them into effect. It would be found to be a very
useful Standing Committee to refer matters to, as the wishes
of the members could be quickly obtained, the Secretaries
through their local Committees being in close touch with the
whole of the area. Successful organization depends on
taking pains with the trivial details, and it would be
found that by means of these Committees matters not suf-
ficiently important to be placed on a Branch Council agenda
could be well talked over and threshed out.
Another point Branch Councils might take into their con-

sideration, after the meetings of the Divisional Secretaries
have proved their value, would be to arrange for the periodic
meeting in a central town of the Secretaries of the neighbour-
ing Branches. Here again the expenses would fall on the
funds, and the resulting benefit in ultimate cohesion of the
Association would be immense.
Many I feel sure would be glad to hear that letters have

been received by the Central Council from Branch Secre-
taries asking for accommodation to be provided for them,
as a Committee, -at our Annual Meetings. Which Branches
will take up this idea ?

If you, Sir, could give space in the SUPPLEMENT from time
to time (with a heading "Hints to Branch and Divisional
Secretaries," or some such title), in it might appear very
concisely information on any subject that has been considered
in a Branch or Division, together with the result; and if any
one desired further particulars he could communicate with
the Secretary and obtain it.

I would suggest the value of the organization of the Asso-
ciation will be found to lie along these lines; and meetings of
the larger Branches, except for soiries and such-like, will
become unnecessary, as they are at present practically value-
less and very expensive.
In these several ways we should get into touch with one

another better, and when we meet at Annual Meetings we
should do so prepared for a friendly chat based on our pre-
vious knowledge of each other's work; and not as at present
find the time, all too short as it is, taken up in introducticns
alone.
But after all we must not lose sight of what our object is

in endeavouring to organize our profession and rid it of its
many shackles rusty with age, unless we wish to cause
reactionaries to revile, and call us trade unionists.

It is not that we as individuals should find as a consequence
that we can put a few more guineas in our pockets; but
rather that, having done so through organization and regain-
ing for ourselves due recognition of our status as an honourable
profession, we should have more leisure to keep ourselves
abreast with the discoveries of the times, so that those that
come under our care may receive the best that can be
obtained, and we in ourselves may have the keen delight that
results to all lovers of their profession from watching the
success following on a truly scientific diagnosis and treat-
ment of disease in all its Iorms.-I am, etc.,

E. ROWLAND FOTHERGILL,
Honorary Secretary, Wandsworth Division.

Southfields, S.W., Aug. 30th.

THE ASSOCIATION AND MEDICAL DEFENCE.
SIR,-In reference to the letter published in the BRITISH

MEDICAL JOURNAL of August 27th, I must ask you to permit
me to reply to Dr. Welsford in respect of certain points.
The action of the Council of the Medical Defence Union was

confirmed by the members in general meeting assembled,
and, curiously enough, received practical endorsement at the
meeting of Representatives of the British Medical Associa-
tion at Oxford, inasmuch as the " scheme " was referred back
to the Committee and not accepted. These facts make it.
clear that what Dr. Welsford describes as the "artificial
opposition" of the Medical Defence UJnion to the scheme
was fully justified, and proves that the criticism of the Union
was healthy and reasonable.
Dr. Welsford states that " in their present weak financial

condition neither society, that is, the Medical Defence Union
and the London and Counties Medical Protection Society, is
in a position to undertake any case in which the issue is
doubtful and in which there is a danger of heavy costs being
incurred."
Speaking for the Medical Defence Union, I can only scay

that such a statement is absolutely without foundation. I
am surprised that one who must have read our annual reports


